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How to use
PDAdditionalActions 
in
 org.apache.pdfbox.pdmodel.interactive.action


Best Java code snippets using org.apache.pdfbox.pdmodel.interactive.action.PDAdditionalActions (Showing top 3 results out of 315)
origin: apache/pdfbox




/**
 * This will get a list of additional actions that will get executed based on events.
 *
 * @return The AA entry in this field dictionary.
 */
public PDAdditionalActions getAdditionalActions()
{
  PDAdditionalActions retval = null;
  COSDictionary dict = (COSDictionary) field.getDictionaryObject(COSName.AA);
  if (dict != null)
  {
    retval = new PDAdditionalActions(dict);
  }
  return retval;
}
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/**
 * This will get a list of additional actions that will get executed based on events.
 *
 * @return The AA entry in this field dictionary.
 */
public PDAdditionalActions getAdditionalActions()
{
  PDAdditionalActions retval = null;
  COSDictionary dict = (COSDictionary) field.getDictionaryObject(COSName.AA);
  if (dict != null)
  {
    retval = new PDAdditionalActions(dict);
  }
  return retval;
}
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/**
 * This will get a list of additional actions that will get executed based on events.
 *
 * @return The AA entry in this field dictionary.
 */
public PDAdditionalActions getAdditionalActions()
{
  PDAdditionalActions retval = null;
  COSDictionary dict = (COSDictionary) field.getDictionaryObject(COSName.AA);
  if (dict != null)
  {
    retval = new PDAdditionalActions(dict);
  }
  return retval;
}



	





org.apache.pdfbox.pdmodel.interactive.actionPDAdditionalActionsJavadoc
This represents a dictionary of actions that occur due to events. 


Most used methods
	<init>Constructor.




Popular in Java
	Making http post requests using okhttp
	onRequestPermissionsResult (Fragment)
	getExternalFilesDir (Context)
	scheduleAtFixedRate (Timer)
	NumberFormat (java.text)The abstract base class for all number formats. This class provides the
interface for formatting and

	Properties (java.util)A Properties object is a Hashtable where the keys and values must be Strings.
Each property can have

	DataSource (javax.sql)An interface for the creation of Connection objects which represent a connection
to a database. This

	LoggerFactory (org.slf4j)The LoggerFactory is a utility class producing Loggers for various logging APIs,
most notably for lo

	Font (java.awt)The Font class represents fonts, which are used to render text in a visible way.
A font provides the

	Reference (javax.naming)
	Best plugins for Eclipse
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